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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

I am pleased to present the Ministry of Finance’s Annual Report for the fiscal years
2009/2010, 2010/2011 and 2011/2012 amalgamated into one report.
Tsunami and Post Tsunami
Following the global economic and financial crisis in 2008, Samoa weathered the impacts of one of
the most ruthless natural disasters ever experienced in generations, an earthquake measuring 8.2 on
the Richter scale which generated a tsunami that devastated parts of the country on the 29th
September 2009. The Tsunami devastated communities in the eastern and south eastern coastline,
leaving 143 people dead and almost 5,300 lives displaced.
Notwithstanding the terrible cost in human lives, the Tsunami caused significant damages to the
infrastructure, homes and access to social services fortunately for only 2.6% of the population that
were affected. These damages imposed another level of significant cost with respect to
reconstruction of housing and infrastructure including roads, schools , energy and water distribution
networks and in particular the re-vitalisation of the tourism industry as the Samoan economy
gradually recovered from the global financial crisis. The disaster also prompted timely and
immediate relief and early recovery support from the international community.
The September 2009 Tsunami resulted in a setback in the recovery process post financial crisis.
Although this has resulted in further increases in development expenditure, an expansionary budget
was planned to stimulate economic activity including through the implementation of the the
tsunami recovery plan.
Growing the Economy
The last two financial years 2008/2009 and 2009/2010 have been particularly challenging as the
economy was subjected to severe social and economic shocks. This necessitated the need for
increased government spending to stimulate economic activity following the crisis and to finance
Tsunami reconstruction costs. The budget deficit for 2009/2010 reached an unprecedented level of
11% of GDP. 2010/2011 as expected was around 8%. The post Tsunami reconstruction and
rebuilding plan took place in 2010/2011. As a result the budget deficit was well above the medium
term target of 3%. The expansionary fiscal policy and monetary easing were implemented to
counter the impact of the shocks and are beginning to turn things around with the economy slowly
recovering. The GDP as expected in 2010/2011 grew by around 3 percent – the economy has
rebounded from contraction two years earlier. Post-tsunami rebuilding and an upswing in transport
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and communication sectors were largely responsible for the positive turn-around. Growth has also
been supported by a rebound in tourism, remittances and manufacturing activity.
Economic growth recorded a positive growth of 2.1% in fiscal year 2010/2011. A further growth of
1.3% was achieved in 2011/2012 owing largely to the results of the fiscal stimulus and monetary
easing as well as post-tsunami reconstruction.
The impact of the Tsunami and the impact of the Global Financial Crisis has again reaffirmed the
long standing tradition of the Ministry of Finance’s in providing policy and strategic advice to lift
economic growth and raise living standards for all Samoans. The unvarying demand for sound
economic advice, vigorous forecasting process, prudent financial management and a significant
program of infrastructure investment underpin our key actions, decisions and our directions moving
forward in implementing the post Tsunami recovery and reconstruction efforts.
Whilst this appears positive, we are reminded of the global economic environment and their impact
on Samoa when things turn for the worse. Therefore, the Ministry of Finance, remained cautious by
putting in place appropriate measures to ensure the economy can be insulated from global economic
downturns and continue to maintain macroeconomic stability.
Highlights 2009/2010
Debt Management Strategy and Aid Policy - Despite the devastation caused by the Tsunami, the
Ministry of Finance continued to drive the necessary financial and economic reforms in the public
sector. These included, two landmark achievements, the development and successful completion for the
first time of two critical policy documents for the Government of Samoa, the Debt Management Strategy
and the Aid Policy including subsequent approval by Cabinet in December 2010.. The development of
these policy documents underscores the Government’s commitment to the implementation of all
principles of the Paris Declaration on aid effectiveness and to minimise the cost of debt consistent with
the Government’s tolerance for financial risk.
Pilot implementation of the Performance Framework - The implementation on a pilot basis of a new
budget approach called Performance Framework targeting eight(8) line ministries was another milestone
achievement in this fiscal year. This approach has been designed to improve linkage between funding of
services in the approved estimates and the desired outcomes agreed in the sector plans and the 2008-2012
Strategy for the Development of Samoa.
DeMPA - The commissioning in the fiscal 2009/2010 of two major assessments to review and assess the
performance of the Government’s public financial management and debt management systems is a
reflection of the Ministry’s commitment in improving and strengthening it’s capacity in both debt and
public finance management. The Debt Management Performance Assessment(DeMPA) was the first of
its kind to be implemented for Samoa and was led by the World Bank; it is a tool for measurement of a
country’s performance in improving Debt Management over time.
Highlights 2010/2011
Public Finance Management Reform Plan(PFMR), Phase II - The successful launching of the
Public Finance Management Reform Plan(PFMR), Phase II in March 2011 was a milestone
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achievement. This 2nd phase of the Reform Plan builds on the achievements from Phase 1 and
aimed to consolidate and sustain improvements to systems to achieve fiscal discipline.
PEFA - The Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability Assessment(PEFA) conducted on
February 2010 was yet another milestone achievement for the year under review. This is the second
assessment done for Samoa in which greater understanding of the methodology and ownership of
the process was involved. The overall objective of the PEFA is to provide all stakeholders with an
updated assessment of Public Financial Management (PFM) in Samoa using the Public Expenditure
and Financial Accountability (PEFA) methodology. This methodology allows measurement of
country PFM performance over time and is an important element of the strengthened approach to
PFM, which recognises the need for strong government ownership. It assesses the status of current
systems and procedures and does not assess policy or capacity issues. Although recognising the
ongoing reforms, the scores reflect the existing situation and therefore act as a basis against which
the reforms can be monitored.
Highlights 2011/2012
Restructuring - The Ministry was restructured in the year under review as part of it’s Public
Finance Management Reform Plan Phase II. This resulted in establishment of additional personnel
and new units to accommodate a dynamic environment we we work in, a growing Ministry and
additional functions and responsibilities brought about by the reform program. The organisational
re-structure provided appropriate flexibility for management to retain the Ministry’s top talent and
key performers with core competencies in crucial positions desperately needed by the Ministry to
ensure sustainability of the substantial progress we have made with the ongoing public financial
management reforms of Government.
Debt Management Strategy and Aid Policy - The implementation of the Samoa’s Debt Management
Strategy is another step in the right direction as it provides the platform to gradually minimise the cost of
debt consistent with the Government’s tolerance for financial risk and one of the specific objectives to
reduce the level of public debt to the current fiscal target of 50% of GDP in the medium term.
FEMM - The hosting of the Finance Economic Ministers Meeting(FEMM) by the Government of
Samoa in July 2011 was another achievement. Samoa last hosted this prestigious high level event
twelve years ago. The he FEMM process is an effective vehicle to drive the reform agenda at
regional level. It provides a great opportunity for Ministers responsible for economic policy and
financial management to learn from each others’ successes and failures so the same mistakes are not
repeated. It is also an avenue where regional approaches could be designed to support national
objectives. The highlight of the meeting was the release of the FEMM Economic Action Plan 2011.
Disclosure of development partner assistance in the budget estimates - The other initiative was the
disclosure of all development partner assistances to Samoa as reflected in the upgraded budget template
for transparency and accountability. Another milestone achievement in the fiscal year under review was
the full implementation of the Performance Framework for each Ministry or Public Body. This new
framework clearly reflects clearly how each Ministry and Public Body contributes to the high level sector
and SDS goals.
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SECTION 1: OVERVIEW 0F ECONOMIC GROWTH
2009/2010
After a negative performance of 5.1% in 2008/09, economic growth recorded nil growth to stand at
a real GDP of $1.06 billion in the review year (2009/10, July 2009-June 2010). The Other
Manufacturing industry contributed the highest positive growth of 0.4 percentage points to the
overall economic growth of 0.0% during this period. As the world economic crisis faded away,
Yazaki production had started to pick up again slowly with a surge of 11.3% in 2009/10 compared
to its decline of 48.1% in 2008/09. This performance by the Yazaki company had largely influenced
the overall result for the Other Manufacturing industry. In light of the September 2009 tsunami
catastrophe, Hotels and Restaurants recorded the highest negative growth of 0.6 percentage points
from 2008/09 to 2009/10
Figure 1.3: Economic Growth from 1999/00 – 2009/10 (%)
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2010/2011
GDP at constant prices stood at $263.43 million in June quarter of 2010/11, increased by 1.2% from
the comparable 2009/10 quarter. Construction had the largest contribution of 0.7 percentage points
to the positive economic growth of 1.2% throughout this period. Transport & Communication,
Agriculture, Hotels & Restaurants, Public Administration, Commerce and Personal & other services
have registered positive contributions of 0.6, 0.5, 0.3, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1 percentage points to the
overall growth of 1.2% during this period respectively. In contrast, Other Manufacturing, Food &
Beverages manufacturing and Fishing industries had negative contributions to the overall positive
growth of 1.2% in the reviewing quarter (June quarter of 2010/11).
Economic growth recorded a positive growth of 2.1% from the previous year (2009/10) to stand at a
real GDP of $1.07 billion in the reviewing year (2010/11, July 2010 - June 2011). The Construction
industry contributed the highest positive growth of 0.9 percentage points to the overall economic
growth of 2.1% during this period compared to its nil contribution to the positive growth of 0.2% in
the previous year (2009/10). This outcome was driven by the rise in public investment development
spending. Other industries with positive contributions to growth are Commerce, Hotels &
Restaurants, Transport & Communication, Public administration, Finance & business services and
Personal & other services. Offsetting these positive contributions are registered negative
________________________________________________________________________________
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contributions of 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1 percentage points in fishing, other manufacturing and food &
beverages manufacturing.
2011/2012
Real GDP had increased by 2.0% over the corresponding period of the previous year (2010/11) to
stand at $269.55 million in the reporting period (2011/12). Hotels and restaurants had the largest
contribution of 0.7 percentage points to the positive economic growth of 2.0% during this period.
Commerce, Food & beverages manufacturing, Electricity & water, Finance & business services,
Public administration, Construction, Transport & communication and Fishing had also recorded
positive contributions of 0.6, 0.4, 0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.1 percentage points to the overall
growth of 2.0% throughout this period respectively.
On the contrary, agriculture industry had registered a negative growth of 0.9 percentage points to
the overall economic growth of 2.0%. Ownership of dwellings and Personnel & other services had
no effect on economic growth throughout this period.
In the year 2011/12 (July 2011 – June 2012), overall economic growth had increased by 1.3% from
the previous year (2010/11). Construction had contributed the highest positive growth of 0.7
percentage points to the overall economic growth of 1.3% during this period. The building of the
new hospital and the construction and maintenance of roads had largely contributed to the strong
growth in construction.
Commerce, Finance & business services, Food & beverages manufacturing, Electricity & water,
Transport & communication, Public administration, Food and Beverage manufacturing, Public
administration, Electricity & Water and Transport & Communication had also recorded positive
contributions of 0.4, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.2 and 0.2 percentage points to the overall economic growth of
1.6% in the 2011/12 respectively. Offsetting these positive growths are negative growths of 0.1 and
1.6 percentage points in Personal & other services and Agriculture respectively. Fishing, Hotels &
restaurants and Ownership of dwellings had registered no effects on the economic growth of 1%
throughout this period.
Nominal GDP had increased by 2.9% from the previous year (2010/11, July 2010 – June 2011) to
stand at $1.56 billion in the reporting year (2011/12, July 2011 – June 2012), and equivalent to a per
capita income of $8,380.10.
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SECTION 2: THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE
WHAT WE DO?
The Ministry of Finance’s overarching vision as stipulated in our Corporate Plan 2008-2012 is to
maintain its leading role in sustaining a financially sound, socially stable and vibrant economy.
The Ministry of Finance has four core roles that underpin what we do as mandated under the Public
Finance Management Act 2001 and the Public Bodies (Performance and Accountability) Act
2001 which provides for the following central roles:
 Financial management
 Responsible fiscal management
 Economic, financial and fiscal policy advice
 Promoting improved performance and accountability and governance in respect of public bodies
Our Mission Statement:
To strengthen best practice in sound financial and macroeconomic management and delivery of
services.
Our Clients:
Ministry of Finance clients are;
 The people of Samoa
 Government
 All Government Departments
 Government State-owned Enterprises
 Business community
 Government missions abroad
 International Financial Institutions
Our Mandate:
The Ministry of Finance’s mandate is directed under the Public Finance Management Act 2001 which
provides for the following central roles of financial management, responsible fiscal management and
economic, financial and fiscal policy advice and under the Public Bodies (Performance and
Accountability) Act 2001 which promotes improved performance and accountability and governance in
respect of public bodies.
This authority is further supported by Part VIII of the Constitution of Samoa, other associated legislation,
and Cabinet directives. These instruments prescribe the detailed requirements for controlling, recording,
reporting expenditure, collecting public funds and outlining Governments public sector reform initiatives.
This overall mandate is governed by four broad influencing factors: legal; government policy; cultural
factors; and international obligations.
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i. Legal
The Public Finance Management Act 2001 provides the legal mandate for the work and functions of
the Ministry. This authority is further detailed in the Treasury Regulations and Instructions and
other associated legislation. In addition, the Financial Powers Act governs the raising of
government loans from domestic and foreign lenders. The reporting requirements of the Public
Bodies Performance and Accountability Act and associated Cabinet Minutes empowers Treasury to
monitor the activities of the Public Bodies, as well as directly participating on a substantial number
of Boards. In addition, Ministry of Finance’s has legal obligations with respect to a number of other
Acts, including the Stamp Duty Ordinance, Commemorative Coins Act and the Betting (Totalisator)
Agency Act.
ii. Government Policy
Government policy provides a significant component of Ministry of Finance’s mandate. This is
reflected in the Strategy for the Development of Samoa (This document is referred to as the
Statement of Development Strategy for the purpose of section 7 of the Public Finance Management
Act 2001), which provides the medium-term planning, and policy mandates. Through the annual
planning and budget cycle, the political mandate for each year’s economic and financial
management priorities are established. These political mandates currently endorse programs in
public sector reform, including devolution of financial and human resource functions, right sizing
the public sector, corporatisation, privatisation, and tax reform, together with the encouragement of
private sector growth and development.
iii. Cultural Factors
Ministry of Finance’s business must be conducted within the context of the cultural traditions of
Samoa. To this extent, we have a mandate to reflect the strong commitment of Samoan culture to
respect elders, communicate decisions, emphasise consensus building as a means of conflict
resolution, and account for the strong oral tradition.
iv. International Obligations
Ministry of Finance has responsibility for managing aid and loan activities, particularly involving
multi-lateral donors. This involves managing relationships with the Bretton Woods Institutions
(World Bank & IMF), Asian Development Bank, and United Nations Agencies on the planning,
implementation, monitoring and reporting of aid and loan projects. The specific requirements
pertaining to managing relationships with Bretton Woods institutions are governed by the
International Finance Agreements Act, specific Loan and Project Agreements and Memorandum of
Understandings between the Government and the Respective multilateral Organisations.
Functions:
All governments require financial and economic advice and associated operational services. This
means the Ministry of Finance’s basic purpose and roles are unlikely to change significantly.
However, as with all other government agencies, the “why” we exist is to help achieve the
Government’s desired outcomes and in particular to “improve the quality of life for all Samoans.”
Government Ministries as a whole have a primary responsibility to ensuring broad goals and
objectives of the government are achieved for the greater good of its citizens. The Ministry of
Finance must therefore continue to keep improving what it does and how it does so it can provide
services most efficiently and effectively.
________________________________________________________________________________
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In undertaking Ministry of Finance's mandate and mission statement, it has an obligation to:
Prepare and oversee implementation of plans for the economic development of Samoa SDS & Sector Plans and financial and economic advice
Coordination of activities of all Ministries and public bodies, districts, villages and persons
so far as they are engaged in implementing individual development projects and other
aspects of economic plan (in support of SDS)
Provide periodic and annual budget and economic statements for government – Main
Estimate, Supplementary Estimates, Budget reviews, quarterly economic reviews, Aid
Coordination & Loans Management
Periodic project appraisal and other aspects of economic plans
Operate accounting systems for Government .(e.g. use of Finance & People One as tool
to operating the accounting system)
Setting accounting policies, practices and procedures for all financial management practices
– Issue of Treasury instructions, review and set accounting policies and procedures.
Supervision of the finances, assets and liabilities of the State and to ensure that a full
accounting is made to the Legislative of all transactions involving public moneys or the
disposition of public property. - Quartely and Public Accounts Report for Parliament
Coordinate supervise the purchase, receipt, custody, distribution, use, disposal, and interdepartmental transfer of public property – Procurement & Asset Management
Coordinate and monitor systems of financial management, internal control and reporting in
all Government departments - Internal audit & Investigation
Supervision of the finances of public bodies in accordance with the Public Bodies
(Performance & Accountability) Act. – Monitoring of Public Bodies performance
Publication of information as to the economic plans and projects approved by the
Legislative Assembly - Publication of economic and financial information.
These obligations are reflected in the Ministry of Finance organization structure.
Value Statement:
Our business is conducted to the best of the staffs' ability, in confidence and with integrity. These
principles are the core of our organisation’s being and guide our performance and underpin policies,
objectives, procedures and strategies because they provide an anchor and a reference point for all
things that we do in the Ministry of Finance.
The operational environment of the Ministry of Finance, the perspectives that drive its decisions
and the interrelationships with staff and stakeholders impact on its efficiency, effectiveness and
day-to-day operations. By adopting an agreed set of collective values and philosophies we will
shape and facilitate organisational effectiveness and set an appropriate set of principles that will
underscore our activities.
The Ministry of Finance is committed to embracing the following values and philosophies:





Accountability and transparency
Commitment to honesty and fairness
Commitment to quality and competence
Integrity of transactions and records
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Respect and courtesy in treatment of clients and employees
Professional approach to the delivery of services
Leadership by example
Prudent use of Government assets and resources
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SECTION 3: ACHIEVEMENTS & HIGHLIGHTS
Achievements and Highlights 2009/2010 – 2011/2012
Overview:
The achievements for the following years 2009/2010 – 2011/2012 are set out in Section 4. Section 4
lists in the first column Ministry of Finance budget outputs underneath each of the Corporate
Plan/Management Plan Strategies. In the first column the planned performance measures and standards
that Ministry of Finance aimed to achieve are listed next to the appropriate output. The third column
summarises actual achievements.
Highlights of the combined fiscal years 2010 - 2012:
1. The successful preparation and tabling of the Annual Budget FY 2009/2010, 2010/2011and
2011/2012 tabled together with the Supplementary budgets.
2. Public Finance Management Reform Plan(PFMR), Phase II completed and implemented.
3. Performance Framework piloted .
4. Approval of Aid Policy and medium Term Debt Management Strategy
5. Hosting of the FEMM meeting.
6. Completed the IMF Article IV questionnaire mission.
7. Completed the DeMPA Assessment.
8. Completed the 2nd PEFA Assessment.
9. Cabinet approval and implementation of the Medium Term Debt Strategy.
10. Cabinet approval and implementation the Aid Policy.
11. Conducted a meeting with Development Partners/ Stakeholders on PEFA Assessment and the PFM
Reform Programme.
12. Full disclosure of development partner assistance in the budget estimates.
13. Produce the Fiscal Strategy to replace the old Economic Statement which was submitted together
with the Main Budget Estimates and the Budget Speech 2010/2011.
14. Public Accounts for the financial years 2009 and 2010 have been submitted to the Office of the
Controller and Chief Auditor.
15. The SERF Model was updated to produce reliable forecasts for the economy.
16. Three policy papers prepared on Impact of Remittances on the Samoan economy and the Impact
on Declining Commodity Exports.
17. Production of an annual leaflet summarizing the major economic and social indicators for
Samoa was produced.
18. Quarterly publication of economic and statistical data through the Quartely Economic
Reviews(QER).
19. Energy Review for 2008 completed.
20. Privatization of Samoatel in progress. It is targeted to complete in December 2010. Future
privatization program will be implemented after Samoatel.
21. The Unit Trust of Samoa (UTOS) has been established. SOEMD continues to provide technical
support to UTOS.
22. Completed & printed the Ministry of Finance 2010-2012 Management & Capability Plans.
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SECTION 4:
PEOPLE MANAGEMENT
AND ORGANISATION STRUCTURE
Our workforce at a glance:
In the Ministry of Finance our people are our most valued resource and are provided with
opportunities to participate in a wide range of capacity building and development processes. These
processes enhance their skills and abilities to better perform their duties and responsibilities with the
ultimate aim of improving overall organizational performance.
The Ministry of Finance also has a continuous focus on maintaining and developing capability,
ensuring we deliver optimal performance and can respond to both present and future challenges. At
the end of 2011-2012 our workforce and organisational structure included the following.
Organisation Structure

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

OPERATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
DEPARTMENT

POLICY MANAGEMENT
DEPARTMENT

ECONOMIC
POLICY AND
PLANNING
DIVISION

STATE OWNED
MONITORING
ENTERPRISES
DIVISION

AID COORDINATION
AND LOANS
MANAGEMENT
DIVISION

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION

CORPORATE AND
STRATEGIC
SERVICES DIVISION

SPECIAL
PEOJECTS UNIT

BUDGET
DIVISION

GOVERNMENT
BOWSER

ACCOUNTING
SERVICES &
FINANCIAL
REPORTING

INTERNAL AUDIT
&
INVESTIGATIONS
DIVISION

LEGAL UNIT
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Figure 3.0 – Total Workforce at end of 2011-2012
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Figure 3.2 – Total Staff by Gender by Classification
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Figure 3.4: provides detailed reasons and the number of people who exited the Ministry in the period under
review due to either voluntary or involuntary reasons. Promotion to higher level positions with better
renumeration(ie – new job) either in the public service or the private sector were the main reasons for leaving
the Ministry of Finance.
Figure 3.5: Figure 3.8 provides the overall number of people who exited the Ministry. The benchmark/KPO
target to measure the turnover is 3.5%. The above table therefore shows that the Ministry’s turnover rate was
significantly above the benchmark /KPO target in August 2011 and March 2012 for the period under review.
However, on average, the turnover rate is 2.5% which is below the benchmark /KPO target.
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SECTION 5:
PERFORMANCE ACHIEVEMENTS
Output 1:

POLICY ASSESSMENT AND ADVICE TO CABINET

Description:
Analyse and advice Cabinet on the appropriateness, relevance, reliability and completeness of submissions from departments relating to expenditure programs,
revenue collection, procurement, investment, accountability and economic performance as well as on statistical matters.
Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
ACHIEVEMENTS 2009/2010
ACHIEVEMENTS 2010/2011
TECHNICAL ROLE
Advise the Minister of Finance
and Cabinet on the status of the
Government’s
expenditure Prepared more than 150 briefings, policy advice and Treasury Reports done on budget, procurement, accounts, statistics, projects and loan related matters
programs, revenue collection,
procurement,
investment,
accountability,
economic
performance
and
statistical
matters
Develop and prepare policy
 Produced economic policy papers on; Impact of Remittances on
 Completed Mid Term SDS Review (July 2008 – June 2010) of the
papers on the financial and
the Samoan economy and Impact of the Declining Commodity
SDS
economic situation of Samoa
Exports



Update of Transport, Communications and Electricity, and
Commerce Sector Issues Papers.
Completed draft of the Manufacturing Sector Issues.



Assisted in the development of the Commerce Sector Plan.



Energy Review for 2008 was issued in October 2009 and the
Energy Review 2009 is now in draft for further improvements.
Target date - September 2010

18



Completed 4Quarter 09/10 (or June quarter of 2009/10) within four
months after the end of the reviewing quarter



Completed the Economic Annual Review for the period of June 2009
– July 2010

Ministry of Finance

Overall
management
and
leadership of the Ministry of
Finance
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Completed two(2) updates of the Public Sector Investment
Programme



1 Mid Year Review Report conducted and compiled



An Annual review for FY08/09 due in February 2010.



1st Supplementary 2009/10 Tabled in Parliament in December
2009



1 Annual Estimate 2010/11 & 2nd Supplementary 2009/10 Tabled
in Parliament on 28 May 2010



Debt Management Unit already in place. TA to advise on
institutional support advertised





Utilised existing review mechanisms and processes such as the
mid and annual budget reviews to collect data.

Produced Annual Organisational Capability and Management
Plan 2010-2011

19



Completed a policy paper on the Impact of the Increase of Minimum
Wage Rate on the Economy within the first half of Financial Year
2010/11



Completed the Leaflet with summary of major economic and social
indicators for 2009/10 (or June 2009 – July 2010) within the first half
of Financial Year 2010/11



Fiscal Strategy to accompany the 2011/12 budget completed and
achieved



First Supplementary Budget 2010/2011 already tabled and passed in
Parliament



Annual Estimates 2011/2012 completed.



2 quarterly budget trend reports completed.



1 Mid Year Review Report completed.




Annual Review of 09/10 Budget completed
Annual review of Corporate Plan 2008-2012 completed



Annual Organisational Capability and Management Plan 2011-2012
completed

Ministry of Finance
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Continuous collection of data from the Ministry’s Feedback
Mechanism in place. This provides basis for review.
Participate and contribute in Project Steering:
Project Steering:
government integrated approach
 More than 72 project steering meetings attended and or chaired
 Attended more than 10 meetings and evaluations
of
effectively
managing/implementing
CDC:
CDC:
development projects
 4 CDC meetings coordinated by EPPD were attended by the
 3 CDC meetings
Management Team.
Interdepartmental & Boards:
Management Team including CEO chaired and or attended more than 10
Interdepartmental & Boards:
Management Team including CEO chaired and or attended more than 10 meetings in the following Boards:
meetings in the following Boards:
 Tenders Board
 Revenue Board
 DBS Board
 Disaster Advisory Committee, STSC, National ICT Meetings, E EPC Board
Government Working Committee Meetings and School Net
 NPF Board
Technical Advisory Committee meetings.
 SHC Board
 SPGA Board
 Tenders Board, Revenue Board, DBS Board,EPC Board, NPF
 SamoaTel Board
Board, SHC Board, SPGA Board, SamoaTel Board, Polynesian
 Polynesian Airlines
Airlines, Samoa Land Board, Samoa Water Authority, PUMA
 Samoa Land Board
Board, Development Board, STEC Board, Land Board,
 Samoa Water Authority
ACCBoard
 PUMA Board
 Development Board
 STEC Board
 Land Board
 ACC Board
 Disaster Advisory Committee
 STSC
 Liquor Board
Advice on all matters pertaining
 More than 100 Cabinet Submissions referred for endorsement.
to functions of the Ministry
 More than 10 formal and informal briefings with Minister on various policy issues.
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Output 2:

MINISTERIAL SUPPORT

Description:

Provide the Minister of Finance with administrative and technical support services.

Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
Provide
Secretarial
and
Administrative Support Services
to the Minister

Provide Transport Services to the
Minister
Coordinate Advisory Committee
Meetings



ANNUAL ACHIEVEMNTS 2009/2010 – 2010/2011
Achieved more than 100 correspondences typed and filed.



Achieved more than 60 Cabinet submission circulated.



Arrangement of about 50 hospitality cases for the Minister.



Coordinated more than 5 Official functions.



Coordinated and arranged more than 5 overseas travel arranged.




Achieved target of 50 meetings/consultations arranged and coordinated on various policy matters per year.
Provision of assistance to the office of the Minister and Associate Minister on a daily basis with respect transport needs has been efficient and
effective. This is measured by a zero to none complaints.
On-going Advisory Committee Meetings held for Upolu and Savaii
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ADMINISTRATION OF FISCAL POLICIES & BUDGET REFORMS

Output Manager: Assistant Chief Executive Officer – Budget
Description:
Administration and implementation of Budget Expenditures and Revenue/Tax policies through the preparation and monitoring of the government’s annual and
supplementary budgets estimates, as well as reviewing and improving current budgeting systems including prototype of Forward Estimates.
Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
Achievements 2009/2010
Achievements 2010/2011
BUDGET FORMULATION
Preparation of Annual Estimates 2010/2011 &
 1st Supplementary 2009/10 Tabled in Parliament in
 First Supplementary Budget already tabled
Supplementary Estimates 2009/2010
December 2009.
and passed in Parliament
- Annual Estimates completed
 1 Annual Estimate 2010/11 & 2nd Supplementary 2009/10
Tabled in Parliament on 28 May 2010.
Budget Loading
 1st Supplementary Approved Estimates have already been
 Supplementary budgets to be loaded onto
loaded onto the Finance One System.
the Financial System when warrant
authorising payment of public funds is
signed into law by the Head of State
 Uploaded Approved Estimate 2010/11 & Approved 2 nd
Supplementary 2009/10 onto Finance One System in June
2010.
Review and Improve Budgeting System
 3 sessions of Refresher workshop conducted for ministries
 Refresher workshops have been conducted
and SOEs regrading budget guidelines & policies.
with Ministries to introduce the new
Performance Framework
BUDGET MONITORING
Monitor spending and collections by Ministries
 Average of 10 TY15s verified daily
 An average of 15 TY15s is verified daily
and Departments.
 Average of 19-20 Treasury Reports prepared and
 An average of 18 Treasury reports
forwarded to Cabinet per week.
forwarded to Cabinet on a weekly basis


Unforeseen provision is monitored daily and reports are
prepared upon its utilisation
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Reports on the utilisation of the Unforeseen
provision are forwarded to
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Monitor & evaluate implementation
procurement policy by all ministries

of

Review Performance & Achievements of the
Annual Budget

REVENUE & TAX POLICY
Monitor & Evaluate Revenue & Cost
Recoveries Collection by Ministries and
Departments.
Monitor progress of Tariff Reforms &
implementation of tax/revenue policies



Cabinet on an ad hoc basis when requests
are received for utilisation of these funds.
The Unforeseen provision is monitored
daily



BMR for Ministries have been prepared
and circulated for the period July –
December 2010.



MOF Management including Budget
Division conducted inspection of major
construction works at the Tsunami affected
areas
Average
of
3-4
Tenders
Board
submissions reviewed

Monthly budget reports for the full year have already been
circulated to ministries & departments on their overall
financial performance.



Average of 6 Tenders Board papers review.





26 regular meetings and 25 special meetings of the
Tenders Board serviced.





Overall Reports have been compiled every month.



14 normal TB meetings and 7 special
meetings serviced
1 Quarterly Report (July – Sept) compiled
and completed



1 Mid Year Review Report conducted and compiled.



Annual Review of 09/10 Budget completed




An Annual review for FY08/09
due in February 2010.



Monthly revenue reports generated from Finance One





2 revenue board meetings serviced



Revenue Analysis reports have been
prepared and circulated to all Ministries for
period July – December 2010
2 consultations with MOR were held in
December 2010 and January 2011


Administer Stamp Duty Ordinance.




Transfers – average of 75 deeds per month
Mortgage & Discharge of Mortgage – average of 100
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3 National Revenue Board meetings
serviced
An average of 16 legal documents assessed
daily.

Ministry of Finance

BUDGET FORECASTING
Review and improve the current Budget
Forward Estimates.

Preparation of the Budget and Forward
Estimates Update of Expenditures.
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deeds per month
Guarantees – average of 350 deeds per month
Other Deeds – average of 43 per month
Stamp Purchase – average of 400 stamps sold per month
Registry is up to date





Registry is up to date.

Review for 2010/2011 to 2012/2013 has been conducted



Internal Revision of the Forward Estimates
for the FY10/11 to FY12/13 has been
conducted and improvements have been
implemented to the FE Templates.

1 Training has been conducted for Ministries and SOEs
on the importance of Forward Estimates



The first round of Forward Estimates for
FY09/10 to FY10/11 and the first draft of
estimates for FY11/12 have been collected
and prepared in November 2008.
The first round of Forward Estimates for
FY09/10 to FY10/11 and the first draft of
estimates for FY11/12 have been collected
and prepared in November 2008.



Consolidation of Updated Estimates for 2010/2011 to
2011/2012 has been done



Revenue Forecasts reports have been generated from the
SERF Model and in consultation with MOR in
preparation of the 2010/11 Budget



Monitor progress of long term/development
government
expenditure
policies/new
initiatives





1 refresher workshop has been done for the First Round &
updating of FE Templates

New initiatives, long term developments and policies are
reviewed and channelled through the PFMR Task Force.
Progress has been made under the PFM reform plan and
new initiatives are being implemented such as the new
Performance Framework.
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1 Revenue Forecast report compiled in
November 2010 as part of the current
Revenue Policy Review under the PFMRP.



1 Refresher workshop session on the first
round of FE update and templates
completed in October 2010
An average of 3 to 4 CDC submissions on
new initiatives have been reviewed
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INTERNAL AUDITING AND INVESTIGATION SERVICES

Description:
Strengthening the accountability of departments in the collection and utilisation of public funds and the management of public stores through regular spot checks,
compliance audit programs, review and enhancement of internal control systems, processes and procedures.
Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
Conduct Unannounced Audit Spot Checks

Pre-audit of Ty 11 pertaining to vehicle spare
parts
Conduct Investigation of Irregularity Reports
and other non compliance.
Conduct Audit Reviews focussing on Finance
One and People One and compliance with
procedures and processes.

Achievements 2009/2010
 None conducted


1,313 TY11s preaudited





19 IRs actioned and
1 Special Investigation conducted
None completed
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Achievements 2010/2011
18 spot checks completed and reported in
compliance with best practice, relevant legislation,
processes and procedures.
1,553 TY11s received and pre audited in compliance
with best practice and processes.
42 IRs received and investigations completed and
reported accordingly.
1 payroll audit conducted in compliance with system
and relevant legislations.
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ECONOMIC PLANNING & POLICY

Description:
Coordinate and prepare and monitor the plans for the economic development of Samoa, appraise developments projects for the Cabinet Development Committee
and provide economic advice on government’s economy.
Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
Achievements 2009/2010
Achievements 2010/2011
MACRO-ECONOMIC POLICY ANALYSIS
Monitor and Implement the Strategy for the
 Decided to do the mid term SDS review (reviewing of the
 SDS Mid Term Review report completed
Development of Samoa 2008 –2012
SDS for the two year period) instead of six months
reviews.
Produce quarterly economic reviews
 Produced four quarterly economic reviews for January Completed 1Q10/11 (or September quarter
March 2009 and April-June 2009 within the four months
of 2010/11) within four months after the
after each quarter
end of the reviewing quarter


Completed 2Q10/11 (or December quarter
of 2010/11) within four months after the
end of the reviewing quarter



Completed 3Q09/10 (or March quarter of
2009/10) within four months after the end
of the reviewing quarter
Completed 4Q09/10 (or June quarter of
2009/10) within four months after the end
of the reviewing quarter




Coordinate IMF Article IV Mission



Completed the Annual Review for the
period of June 2009 – July 2010

Coordinate one IMF Article IV Mission
No activity for 2010/2011

Produce macroeconomic policy papers



Impact of Remittances on the Samoan economy



Impact of the Declining Commodity Exports
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Completed a policy paper on the Impact of
the Increase of Minimum Wage Rate on the
Economy within the first half of Financial
Year 2010/11
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Produce Leaflet 2010



Produce Economic Statement



Samoa Economic and Revenue Forecasting
(SERF) Model



Please note that the leaflet will produced in the first half
of 2010/11. This change is due to the Quarterly
Economic Review being shifted from that of a quarterly
process to that of a fiscal year approach but not in a
calendar year format as it used to be.
Produced one Fiscal Strategy. Please note that it is not the
Economic Statement anymore, it is now changed to the
Fiscal Strategy
Produced economic forecast

STRATEGIC/SECTOR POLICY ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
Provision of Secretariat support to (CDC)
 Four meetings coordinated
Cabinet Development Committee
 37 development projects appraised and evaluated



Completed the Leaflet with summary of
major economic and social indicators for
2009/10 (or June 2009 – July 2010) within
the first half of Financial Year 2010/11



Fiscal Strategy 2010/2011 was published
together with the budget



SERF Model has been updated to assist in
the projections of revenue for 2011/12
budget estimates



Four CDC meetings coordinated



28 development projects appraised and
evaluated



15 follow up letters



26 follow up letters conveying CDC decisions



Four CDC meetings minutes prepared



Four CDC Minutes prepared



Projects database is updated after every CDC meeting and
reflects CDC decisions



Database updated four times

Printing of the Public Sector Investment
Programme



2 updates of the Public Sector Investment Programme



Production of 1 Sector Issues Paper





Coordinate overseas missions from lending
institutions/donors on projects development
ENERGY POLICY COORDINATION
Administer Petroleum Act



Update of Transport, Communications and Electricity,
and Commerce, draft Manufacturing Sector Issues
Coordinated five overseas missions

Projects database updated after CDC
meetings. Public Sector Investment
Program(PSIP) updated
Two issues papers drafted and completed



Sevens missions successfully coordinated

Published 12 (August 2009 to July 2010) price notices on
website (www.mof.gov.ws) and 12 press releases to
media;



12 price notices and press
published
(12 English and 12 Samoan)
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Coordinate and participate in energy related
projects and activities both national and
regional
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Issued 12 invoices for petroleum levy (June 2009 to May
2010) and 12 invoices for terminal fees and collected.



11 petroleum levy invoices issued



Conducted 4 quarterly reconciliations for petroleum levy
and terminal fee.




11 terminal fee invoices issued
Collected 112% of targeted plevy and
127% of the targeted terminal fee.



One Project Steering Committee conducted. Samoa is a
member of the PSC 2009-2010




3 reconciliation conducted
2 meeting conducted November and April
for PIGGAREP



1 claim was received and processed for petroleum
facilities and terminal related minor works and pipeline
works



Works were carried out for the last 12
months and claims under the OPEC Tank
Farm project were verified and processed



12 consultancy service claims (June 2009 to May 2010)
were received and processed.



12 invoices received and processed for
payment



12 engineering services claims (June 2009 to May 2010)
were received and processed.
Some of the activities in the action plan was carried out
and funded by PIGGAREP. This include exploring wind
as a potential renewable energy source for Samoa.
Was not able to carry out this task due to limited
resources. In addressing this issue, MOF will work
together with other Stakeholders such as EPC, MNRE and
others to conduct the awareness day for this year 2010.



12 invoices received and processed for
payment
Energy policy has been review with the
development of the Energy Sector Plan,
draft sector plan completed
Energy Awareness conducted in April,
2011

Energy Review for 2008 was issued in October 2009 and
the Energy Review 2009 is now in draft for further
improvements.



Implement and Monitor of Samoan National
Energy Policy Strategic Action Plan.



Conduct One National Energy Awareness Day



Maintain the Energy Demand and Supply
Database








Secretariat role to support DNA/CEF
New Activity
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Data collected analysis will be done in July
and Energy Review 2011 published in
August 2011
Equipment have been procured. CDM
training and activities commenced in
February 2011.
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ACCOUNTING SERVICES AND FINANCIAL REPORTING

Description:
Ensure that public funds are utilised effectively and efficiently through operation of Accounting System for Government, set accounting policies, practices and
procedures for all Financial Management practices and coordination where appropriate the effect of purchase, receipt, custody, distribution, use and disposal and inter-departmental
transfer of public property.
Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
Achievements 2009/2010
Achievements 2010/2011
ACCOUNTING SERVICES
Co-ordinate the development of business
 The TA has completed updating of some components of
 Accounting Manuals completed with
process and accounting advice on standards &
the Accounting Manual
assistance of a TA.
policies
 A complete review of Treasury Instructions will be
 Treasury Instructions reviewed with the
undertaken when the TA requested under PFTAC
assistance of a TA financed by PFTAC.
commenced in September 2010.
 1st draft of Treasury Instructions
Completed.
Co-ordinate training and strengthening of the
 This activity has been postponed with the term of
 Training was conducted for all Ministries
Financial System Upgrade and Maintenance
reference of the current TA that she is to put together a
on the new functionality of the upgrade live
training program for whole of Government Ministries.
at the beginning of December 2010. There
Part of this training program is to facilitate by a System
was a major change to automate the
Team personnel that are yet to be approved by the PSC.
withholding tax.

Administer online Procurement for small
Ministries/Departments and Projects.



PSIF has approved to finance the training room which
was realised in September 2010.



Most of the complaints were directed to the
withholding tax of the suppliers. The
Ministry of Revenue had resolved this
through issuance of circular memorandum..



This is ongoing and with the procurement now devolved
to Line Ministries, there is a change in the procurement
monitoring. Further reports and system enquires has been
rolled out to Ministries for improvement of monitoring.



Assistance given to Line Ministries without
Corporate Service units to process and
approve Purchase Orders.



Trainings of the upgrade was completely
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conducted within 3 half days.


Administer on-line Account Payable or
centrally processed cheques for the whole of
government suppliers.

Administer and process whole of government
payroll



About 20% of payments still come up from Ministries
related to previous financial year. This has come up in
the review of the PEFA and is now part of the Account
Payable work plan to find out of whole of government
arrears.



Payments are processed accordingly but not necessarily in
a timely manner due to delay from Ministries.
Payroll and wages are submitted to banks in a timely
manner. There are still problems/issues with the timely
submission of TY15s and the lengthy process of
circulation. This has usually resulted in actioning of
salary advance due to the delay in processing of TY15 to
ensure public servants received their pay on time.
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On-going monitoring of the commitments
from Ministries/projects since November
2010 up to June 2011 were all clear off.
There has been improvement in the turn
around time for processing of payments.
MOF and Line Ministries working
collaborately to ensure payments are made
on a timely basis.



Achieved all 26 pay-run within the
financial year. The 3 pay-run of December
2010 were all from the upgrade version
11.8 in which there was a big change to the
configuration of the Payroll Module itself.



A few AR issues have been highlighted
with TechOne as a result of this system
upgrade. This has not hindered the
production of the payroll on time.



Expected changes to the data base and
configuration of the Payroll as a result of
changes from the HR which is
implemented through the PSC soon. Both
myself, IT and Payroll are in the working
group.



26 IT payroll pre-audit completed which
results were communicated back to the
management for improvement of the data
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entry process.

FINANCIAL REPORTING
Improved Disclosure in the Public Accounts



Public Account 2007 has been tabled to the Parliament.
Public Accounts 2009 and 2010 are currently with Audit
Office.





Completed and submitted Public Accounts
2010 to the Audit Office with high quality
working papers.
Still waiting for Audit Opinion. No other
issues raised for 09/10 Public Accounts.
100% Completed



100% Completed and Achieved




Completed in March 2011
Finance One was upgraded from version
11.4 to 11.8 and went live on December
2010. New functionality were released for
the use of users in Ministries.



Trainings and on-going capacity building
to support the upgrade version was
provided for Line Ministries users.



Reports
were
according to
Ministry needs.



Monitoring session conducted every 2
weeks.



Completed and achieved


Prepare Quarterly Statements of Accounts





QTR September 2009– completed 29 Oct. 2009 complete
audited 24 Dec. 2009.
QTR December 2009 – completed 8 Mar 2010, completed
audited 21 June 2010.
QTR March 2009 – completed 30 April 2010 – complete
audited 12 July 2010.
Lodge all Ministries VAGST return at September 2009,
November 2009, January 2010, March 2010 and May
2010.

Coordinate preparation of General Reporting &
Government Tax Requirements



Administer Accounting
General Ledger



Additional reports and enquiries have been created on the
Finance Menu with the assistance of the System TA for
Ministries’ reporting and easy enquiries to the system.



Conduct trainings on functionality, General Ledger and
chart and monitoring process.

Financial

System

CASH FLOW MANAGAMENT AND INVESTMENT
Management of Daily Cash requirements
 Ongoing cash flow is allocated weekly.
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Manage the bank account balances

financial



Manage and create Investments to generate
Return



Oversee
relationships
organisations

with

PROCURMENT AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
Management of the Government Bowser


Weekly cashflow meetings with other Division with
especially the negative effect of the cash from September
2009 until March 2010.
Rigorous daily management of bank accounts despite the
fact that this financial year’s severe hit by the global
recession.
Three meetings has been conducted with the ANZ bank
on issues from reconciliation and ongoing services.



Completed and achieved



Meetings were held between MOF &
Westpac & NBS offering the GOS better
services in international transactions and
use of internet banking etc.
Interest rates are still minimal, however,
there are windows of opportunities for
negotiations and we’ve succeeded with
some of our investments. We currently
have more than four investments.

No surplus for investment in this financial year, as
majority of investments have been reallocated to cover the
cashflow. Furthermore there was very low deposit interest
rate.



A change in Government Bowser Process took effect in
September 2009. In December 2009, Government leased
a petrol station to provide bowser services.



Administer the Asset Register Module.



Changes/Improvements made to the existing Asset
Module to better reflect the needs of Ministries.

Disposal of Government Assets & collection of
written off assets



Completed one Survey/Inspection in Savaii and 2 in
Upolu.



More than 15 loads of written off Assets were organised
due to the increasing number of written off Assets.



Conducted one Auction 4 Tenders in Upolu. 1 Tender in
Savaii.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND RECEIPTING
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Government Bowser services progressing
efficiently
and effectively.




Collection at year end progressed effetively
An upgrade to the Asset Module from 11.4
to 11.8 was completed.




Provided trainings and online access to
Ministries in support of the Asset Module
upgrade to 11.8



Have conducted more than the targeted
amount of Auctions and Tenders.



Completed quarterly inspections

Ministry of Finance
Administer Accounts Receivable, Receipting,
Reconciliation of Bank Accounts as well as the
Sale of Goods (Stationaries, Coins and Flags)
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On-going and a high demand for government flags.



Significant improvement with the assistance of the TA in
working collaboratively with division staff to ensure the
reconciliation of major bank accounts and overseas
accounts to be reconciled on time. At year end, 70% of
Bank Accounts met the reconciliation completion target
by the 3rd week of the following month. Still have issues
with Mission Acquital Accounts.

This activity was revised and reflected in
planned activities below

 Completed reconciliations for:
 10 local cash books
 14 online cash books
 8 overseas cash books
 25 local accounts
 8 overseas accounts

Conduct reconciliation of Bank Accounts
New activity



Accounts
Receivable
training
was
conducted on 10/05/2011,11/05/2011 &
12/05/2011 for all Ministries, in order to
actively monitor government debts.
Maintain and monitor Ministries on-line
 This is actively monitored with the
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
New activity
assistance of the TA although there is
Procurement, Commitments and Reporting
trainings needed for the monitoring side in
which the TA is assisting with
Co-ordinate the FMIS training program
 This is currently progressed with the
New activity
assistance of the TA. Manuals completed
in June 2011.
Maintain and manage Ministries computerised On-going and an improvement with the Account Receivable and receipts modules. Improvement in the monitoring of
Account Receivable System
control accounts and AR ledgers.
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Output 7:

MANAGEMENT OF GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS

Description:

Management of government buildings.

Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
Achievements 2009/2010
Manage the use of the buildings by tenants and
 On-going provision of security and cleaning services
public
provided on a daily basis. No complaints so far on this
service.

Monitor maintenance contractors performance



Routine and regular maintenance of central cooling and
electrical system by Kooline Co Ltd.



Invoices for annual rent have been issued to all Tenants.
Constant follow up work on payment of rent



Circulation of cool air has been significantly improved
and maintained at a high level and tenants are all satisfied.



Satisfaction level collected through feedback from tenants
and regular site visits.



Installation of the Cooling Towers was successfully
completed and commissioned.



All lifts maintained by Otis Elevator are effectively in
excellent running conditions
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Achievements 2010/2011
 High level of satisfaction of tenants with
Maintenance Services.


Maintenance program in place for electrical
and central cooling systems



Maintenance program in place for elevator
services




Rent have been fully collected
Contractors performance in accordance
with contract. Undertake the following
upgrades:
Replacement of Fresh Air Handling Units
Replacement of 50% of fan coil units
Replacement of Bollard external Lights
Installation of Hydraulic cable
Modernisation of elevators has started
Megga Test all electrical installations and
found to be safe & sound
Renovate Standby Generator House
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ADVICE AND SERVICES

Description:
To manage the Government Wide Area Network (GWAN) by providing hardware support, software support, backup systems, setting standards as well as provide
IT policy advice to Government.
Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
Provide information Technology
Services

Support

Achievements 2009/2010
Achievements 2010/2011
 Processed an average of 2 Finance One and supporting
 Solved an average of 3 helpdesk service
systems access account a week.
requests a day for Finance One and
supporting applications and systems.
 Conducted 1 survey on IT Services
 Published and distributed 1 IT Newsletters
for Finance One and supporting application
 Conducted 1 internet analysis for Finance One and
and systems
supporting services.


Conducted 2 audit of SPG notebooks and software.



Produced and distributed 2 newsletter on IT developments



Produced and printed an average of 10 brochures a month
for Finance One stakeholders.



Provided an average of 5 ad hoc training for Finance One
users a day.



1 Business Analyst staff attended database management
training in Japan



Solved 100% Finance One error logged to the helpdesk.



Upgraded the CSDRMS to version 1.3



Upgraded the crystal report to version 11
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Completed 1 IT training and 1 refresher
training for key website admins for each
Division



Completed 1 IT Online Technical Training
for Finance One Rel11.8 Architecture for 3
staff



Completed Phase1- Designing phase of the
integration of the Intranet and Helpdesk
systems.



Completed 1 upgrade on Time Zone
change for all Finance One and Supporting
Applications and Systems



Registered an average of 4 assets a month
on the IT asset register
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Trained 1 new staff to do Finance One maintenance.



Processed and created an average of 4 user
access on Finance One and support
applications and systems.



Installed 6 new drives to the file server. TSYSV011



Installed 5 new drives to the database server. MOFSV024





Conducted 1 maintenance work to all computers and
printers





3 types of pamphlet were published and
distributed form the IT Division
5 IT Service pamphlets
5 Helpdesk Procedures
5 IT Career Opportunities pamphlets



Conducted 1 maintenance work on all the Finance One
and support servers





Installed 1 computer at the offsite house.



Quarantined and cleaned an average of 2 viruses a day.



Installed and moved 2 internet servers to virtual servers.



Installed 1 Terminal Server to assist the speed issue on
Finance One.



Deployed and installed an average of10 security patches
for windows products a month.



Troubleshoot and solved an average of 2 connection issue
logged from line ministries a month.



Moved 2 Finance One network connections from
Electoral old location at Lalovaea to Mulinuu and Justice
old place at Apia to new headquarters at Mulinuu.
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Completed 2 maintenance on Finance One
and MoF servers
WSUS
Trend micro antivirus
Server Protect
Production and Test Environment
20 Virtual Servers



Completed an average of 3 maintenance a
month to 23 sites connected to the GWAN



Completed 2 maintenance on all desktops,
laptops and printers



Completed an average of 5 backups a week
and moved them to the offsite location.
Finance One backups
File Server backups
CSDRMS






Completed an average of 5 restorations of
production backups to Testing and Training
environments for Finance One.



Completed 2 refresher trainings for MOF
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website Admins.

Provide IT Policy advice

Design and develop an IT Disaster Recovery
Plan



Trained 4 Staff through the CISCO
academy hosted by NUS.



Attend
2
e-Government
Committee Meetings



Working



Approved 2 policies



Completed the FinanceOne configurations
and relocation of the Ministry of Justice
and the Office of Electoral to Mulinuu.
Attended 6 NICT Meetings



Attended 8 NICT meetings



Attended 1 School net TAC meetings



Attended 3 School net TAC meetings



Attended 4 E-government
committee meetings



Attended 5 E-Government working committee meetings



Attended 5 National Broadband Committee
meetings



working

Conducted and moved 5 Finance One backups a week to
the offsite



Conducted and moved 2 file server backups a week to the
offsite



Conducted and moved 1 CSDRMS backups a month to
the offsite
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This activity was implemented only in FY
2009/2010
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Output 9:PUBLIC BODIES PERFORMANCE MONITORING & PRIVATISATION POLICY
Description:
Monitoring of the State Owned Enterprises performance to ensure compliance with the provisions of the Public Bodies (Performance and Accountability) Act 2001
and the Public Finance Management Act 2001 as well as the implementation of the Privatization Program of Government based on the Policy for SOE Ownership, Performance
Improvement and Divestment.
Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
Achievements 2009/2010
Achievements 2010/2011
Provide support to public bodies on monitoring,
 SOEMD has continued to provide support day-to-day to
 20 out of 27 SOEs submitted Draft Plans in
reviewing and drafting corporate plans
SOEs on matters requiring our assistance for CPs. All
accordance with the Act.
CPs were submitted during March to June and were
reviewed immediately. Feedback to PBs was provided
 20 Approved Plans. SOEMD still pursuing
within 2 weeks. An improvement has been in terms of
outstanding plans.
producing CPs as a result of past trainings. However, we
still target to continue it in the future especially for new
PBs staff.
Continue update and monitor the directors’
database; and provide induction courses for
directors.

Implementation of the privatisation program
and establishment of the Samoa Unit Trust



Trainings to Directors are ongoing exercises provided
with collaboration with SIOD. Several trainings were
provided during FY 2009-10.



Database been developed and maintained
by the Governance Unit. These include
database prior to the Board Reforms.



The database also has been well updated following
Cabinet Directives from time to time.





Cabinet has approved the Independent Selection
Committee for director on PBs in April. This will
improve compliance with the provisions of the Public
Bodies Act. SOEMD is the secretary to this committee.

The directors appointed by Cabinet and
will be effective once the Composition Bill
is passed by Parliament is also been
updated to this database.



Privatization of Samoatel has been in progress. It is
targeted to complete in December 2010. Future
privatization program will be implemented after
Samoatel.



Privatization of Samoatel Completed
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To review and advise to Shareholding
Ministers, Cabinet and Board of Directors on
the financials and achievement of objectives
stated in the Corporate Plan

Review all existing legislation to determine
whether there are any gaps that would hinder
the utilization of Public-Private Partnership
(PPP)



The Unit Trust of Samoa (UTOS) has been established. It
was launched on 9th July 2010 and is now operating well.
SOEMD continues to provide technical support to UTOS.
This is an on going normal monitoring process. Targets
for the FY 2009-2010 have been mostly achieved
generally. An issue of delay in submission of Audited
Annual Reports continued.



This continues to be an ongoing output for SOEMD.



SOEMD continues to seek financial support from an
international donor for a feasibility study to commence
this new initiative.
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4 quarterly reports have been submitted to
Cabinet for this financial year



Overall Annual Report 2010 is now with
Cabinet. 63% of SOEs were included in
this overall report as the remaining 37%
have issues with audit.



Meetings have been done on case by case
for the Jan-March and Apr-Jun 2011
quarters.
This has been on hold. Note that funding
was not provided in the budget.
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AID COORDINATION & LOAN MANAGEMENT

Output Manager: Assistant Chief Executive Officer – Aid & Loan Management
Description:
To effect coordination of all external assistance both grants and soft term loans through the aid coordination mechanisms of the government (ACC) by way of
efficient prioritization, allocation and utilization of resources in addressing the development cooperation needs of the country.
Performance Measures:
Planned Activities:
Achievements 2009/2010
Achievements 2010/2011
AID ADMINISTRATION
Develop policy instrument to define
 Aid/Development policy ready for submission to Cabinet.
 Both agriculture and Infrastructure sector
relationship with donors
plans approved and launched for
Increased Government of Samoa managed
implementation. Trade sector plan being
 Common policy matrix agreed to with development
programs including financing
finalised – financing modalities – work in
partners – compliance triggered budget support delivery.
progress
Water sector management unit transferred to host ministry

Introduced sector budget support



Sector budget support for Water sector introduced
ST18m, Tsunami assistance ST33m delivered through
budget support, Emergency Response mechanism ST88m
delivered through budget support



Budget support for education sector by
both NZ and Australia under finalisation
for implementation 2012/13



Due diligence assessments done – awaiting
official donor decisions.


Annual work plans for sector programs
developed



Except for health - 6 AWPs developed and implemented.
Some delays due to tsunami commitments



Common policy matrix developed to
trigger release of donor funds
Annual work plans approved and.
Improved rates of utilisation

Produce timely acquittals and reconciliation of
all Government Disbursement Programs and
GFA accounts
Prepare schedules for incoming missions, Aid
Coordination Committee (ACC) meetings and



All reconciliations completed for preparation public
accounts – X inactive accounts recommended for closure



All inactive accounts up to 2011 closed



4 ACC meetings for the year were conducted. 10 donors
consultation meetings took place because of urgent needs



2 ACC meetings took place in April and
September 2011. 2 donor consultations
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Donor/sector consultations

of tsunami. 12 JRMs took place



Adoption of aid policy and implementation.
New Activity

Review all databases for relevance and develop
for online use
EXTERNAL DEBT MANAGEMENT
Development of debt management policy

Timely debt servicing
Prepare quarterly reports on loans portfolio for
management



Implementation begun with discussions on
progressing the target of budget support.
Assessment of all country systems done.



Proposed joint review of procurement
systems
Donors update database matrix in April and
September



Revised development cooperation database used for the
Paris Declaration Evaluation of aid effectiveness.



Debt Management Strategy in place – institutional
supportive arrangements to be set up (Debt Management
Unit)
New Activity



Achieved – timely debt servicing
4 quarterly reports developed and disseminated




Adoption of debt management policy





No activity for FY 2010/2011. Activity
completed


Monitor new loans

New Activity
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took place in April and October
1 mission schedule completed and donors
accept ‘black out’ periods
Aid policy adopted and approved in
December 2010 – triggers release of new
budget support allocation from AusAID.
Implementation plan completed

Debt Management Unit already in place.
TA to advise on institutional support
advertised
On time debt service payments
Quarterly debt portfolio reports issued
GLN accounts reconciled for public
accounts 2010/11 – now with Audit
Settling two contract payments that are way
over contract limits due to foreign
exchange rate fluctuations.
Attendance
committees

of

all

project

steering

Ministry of Finance
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Independent Completion reports done for
WB funded Communications project and
ADB funded ESP 1



All WA processed on time to ensure that
project account ceilings are maintained
from time to time



Special accounts reconciled to trigger
release of current FY allocations.
Conditional budget allocations being
applied based on performance



Completed reconciliation of all accounts
for FY 10/11 Public accounts.
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FINANCIAL AND LEGAL SERVICES

Description: Administer the Investment Assistance policy of Government under the guidance of the Investment Committee and provides legal advice on financial investment of
government in collaboration with the Legal Advisor of the State.
Performance Measures:
Activity:
Administer the Investment Assistance Policy of Government in collaboration
with the Ministries of Revenue and Commerce.

Review and provide legal advice on financial investments of government

Annual Achievements 2010/2011
The Economic Policy and Planning Division provided Secretariat
Services as well as preparation of Cabinet Submissions.
Note - Legal Consultant was not recruited during period under
New Output created review.
The assistance of the Office of the Attorney General was sought in
terms of legal advice and contract clearance as the Legal
Consultant was not recruited during period under review.

Monitor and implement the review of legislations administered by the Ministry
of Finance.

This task was taken up by the technical divisions involved during
the review of the Treasury Instructions.
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Detailed below are the achievements for FY 2011/2012.
The new Performance Framework commenced in FY 2011/2012 hence the change in KPI format and presentation of
achievements for FY 2011/2012.
OUTPUT 1: POLICY ASSESSMENT AND ADVICE TO CABINET
Budget Standard
or Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

Level of satisfaction of the minister with the quality and timeliness of advice provided to him (based on
feedback to annual questionnaire)

100%

Completed/ Achieved

Date by which new corporate plan will be completed

Jun-12

Completed/ Achieved

Date by which the 2010/11 Annual Report will be completed

Jun-12

Critical Shortfall/ Delay

Date by which the Updated Public Finance Reform Plan will be approved

Jun-12

Completed/ Achieved

1

Completed/ Achieved

Performance Measure/Indicator

Number of progress reports on implementation of the Public Finance Reform Plan
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OUTPUT 2: MINISTERIAL SUPPORT

Performance Measure/Indicator

Level of satisfaction of the minister with the level of support he received for transport,
travel, secretariat suport etc (based on feedback annual questionnaire)

45

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress Indicator

100%

Completed/ Achieved
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OUTPUT 3: ADMINISTRATION OF FISCAL POLICY AND BUDGET REFORMS

Performance Measure/Indicator

Date by which Annual Estimates and other Budget papers will
be approved by Cabinet

Date by which the Performance Framework reform will be
implemented across all ministries and used in mid year review

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

May-12

Completed/ Achieved

Jan-12

Completed/ Achieved

Percentage growth in tax/revenue collections over the previous
year

5%

Completed/ Achieved

Efficient administration of the Stamp Duty Ordinance - date by
which new procedures are completed and responsibility for
stamping of land transfers, mortgages and leases is handed over
to Ministry of Natural Resources Environment

Dec-11

Completed/ Achieved
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Output Manager's comments
on progress towards
achievement of the Target they
have been funded to deliver,
including what corrective
actions are being taken

New Performance Framework
was implemented in July 2011

A 5% growth in revenue
collections over the previous
year is the ultimate objective of
the Tax & Revenue review
Stamp Duty Act on Land
Instruments is now
administered by MNRE effective
from 1st July 2011
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OUTPUT 4: INTERNAL AUDIT AND INVESTIGATIONS

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

Date by which the strategic assessment of the Internal Audit
function in Govt of Samoa, will be completed and approved by
PFM Steering Committee

June 2012

Completed/ Achieved

Date by which the pilot audit of Payroll system and procedures
will be finalised

June 2012

Completed/ Achieved

Performance Measure/Indicator

Complete at least one new compliance audity by June 2012

Number of spot checks carried out

June 2012

31
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Output Manager's comments
on progress towards
achievement of the Target
they have been funded to
deliver, including what
corrective actions are being
taken

Behind Schedule

Audit of Bank reconciliationfield work completed, final
report completed in December
2012

Behind Schedule

Schedule is late due to the
engagement of all staff in the
Strategic Plan and the increase
number of IRs investigated

Ministry of Finance
Number of payment vouchers on vehicle maintenance/repairs
audited before payment
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27 weekly
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Completed/ Achieved
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OUTPUT 5: ECONOMIC POLICY AND PLANNING

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

Date by which new Draft of "Strategy for the Development of
Samoa" approved by Minister

30-Jun-12

Completed/ Achieved

Number of SERF (revenue forecasting model) updates per year

2 (Nov and Apr)

Completed/ Achieved

1-May-12

Completed/ Achieved

4

Completed/ Achieved

Performance Measure/Indicator

Date by which annual fiscal strategy paper is finalised

Number of quarterly reports on macro economic developments
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Output Manager's comments on
progress towards achievement of
the Target they have been funded
to deliver, including what
corrective actions are being taken

Ministry of Finance

Number of updates on the Public Sector Investment Program
submitted to Cabinet Development Committee

Faciliate the preparation and approval of new sector plans for
Finance; Energy; Trade - by June 2012

Date by which the new Energy Sector Plan stakeholder
consultations will be finalised

O le numera o le tau ole penisini e saunia ma iloiloina ile
tausaga
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7

On Schedule/ Target

3

On Schedule/ Target

December-11

Behind Schedule

12

Completed/ Achieved
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OUTPUT 6: ACCOUNTING SERVICES AND FINANCIAL REPORTING

Performance Measure/Indicator

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

Date by which review of Treasury Instructions is completed and
new Instructions approved by Minister

Oct-11

Behind Schedule

Date by which accounting manuals are updated to reflect
revised regulations

Jun-12

Behind Schedule

Number of workshops with key users and stakeholders to
introduce new Treasury Instructions

Percentage of government bank accounts (excl. foreign
missions) reconciled within 30 days of end of period

24

Behind Schedule

90%(as at 1 Aug 2011)

Completed/ Achieved
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Output Manager's comments on
progress towards achievement of
the Target they have been funded
to deliver, including what
corrective actions are being taken
Review completed. Final draft in
place. Next step consult with
Ministries and submit to Minister
for approval.
All processes and procedures have
been documented to formulate
manuals.
The implementation of workshop
depends on when the Treasury
Instructions is approved. Trainings
will follow after the approval
process.

Ministry of Finance

Date by which Public Accounts are submitted to the Controller
and Chief Auditor (legally required to 31 Oct)
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31-Oct-11

Completed/ Achieved

Audit opinion issued by the Controller and Chief Auditor on the
Financial Statements of Government

Unqualified

Critical Shortfall/ Delay

Online recording of assets - Date by which Asset Management
Module of Finance One is in place for all ministries

Dec-11

Completed/ Achieved

100%

On Schedule/ Target

Salaried - 4,300
Wages - 1,500

Completed/ Achieved

2%

Completed/ Achieved

Percentage of TY15s (variations, allowances, new appointments
etc) received by cut off date processed on time for next payday

Number of Salaried Employees, Number of Wage employees
processed

Percentage of payment vouchers queried as a result of pre audit
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The issuance of the audit opinion is
beyond the MOF’s control. This
depends on the office of the
Controller and Chief Auditor.

Ministry of Finance

Percentage of cost of fuel not recovered from line ministries
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10%
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Completed/ Achieved

constant follow up and & regular
issuance of monthly invoices
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OUTPUT 7.1 MANAGEMENT OF THE FMFM II BUILDING

Performance Measure/Indicator

% of satisfaction level of tenants with the quality of
maintenance services based on annual survey of tenants

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

90%

Completed/ Achieved

Number of system maintenance plans(5) that comply with
international safety standards.

5

Completed/ Achieved

Average number of days to resolve to all system emergencies

15

Completed/ Achieved
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Output Manager's comments on
progress towards achievement of
the Target they have been funded
to deliver, including what
corrective actions are being taken

Electrical, Air Condition & Fire
Alarm, Plumbing & Sewerage,
Structure & Elevators maintenance
plans in place and comply with
international safety standards of
Australia & NZ
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OUTPUT 7.2 MANAGEMENT OF THE TATTE BUILDING

Performance Measure/Indicator

% of satisfaction level of tenants with the quality of
maintenance services based on annual survey of tenants

Number of system maintenance plans(5) that comply with
international safety standards.

Average number of days to resolve to all system emergencies

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

90%

Completed/ Achieved

5

15
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Output Manager's comments on
progress towards achievement of
the Target they have been funded
to deliver, including what
corrective actions are being taken

On Schedule/ Target

current working in securing a
Managing Contractor through the
EOI process - this work will be the
responsibility of such company

On Schedule/ Target

system emergency breakdown has
not been tested yet for period
under review
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OUTPUT 8: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Performance Measure/Indicator

Reliability of IT Services to all government clients - Percentage
of Technology One and IT System users that are satisfied with
the services of IT based on an annual survey of users

Reliability of IT Services to all government clients - Percentage
of connectivity (to Technology One and IT systems online) based
on manual register of downtime

Prepare draft IT security policy and submit to ICT Steering
Committee by 30 June 2012

Prepare draft IT internet usage policy and submit to MOF
Management by 30 June 2012

Budget Standard or
Target

80%

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

On Schedule/ Target

Output Manager's comments on
progress towards achievement of
the Target they have been funded
to deliver, including what
corrective actions are being taken
End user experience surveys are
qtrly per FY. Annual survey is on
schedule and will be completed by
June 2012
Reliability of IT services report is
due on June 2012

99%

30-Jun-12

30-Jun-12
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On Schedule/ Target

On Schedule/ Target

On Schedule/ Target

IT Security Policy is a phase project
one is almost completed. Phase 2 is
on schedule.
IT internet usage policy is in
progress and on schedule to be
completed by June 2012.
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OUTPUT 9: PUBLIC BODIES PERFORMANCE MONITORING AND PRIVATISATION POLICY

Performance Measure/Indicator

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

Percentage of Public Bodies submitted their Corporate Plans
inline with the Corporate Planning requirements under the
Public Bodies Act 2001

90%

On Schedule/ Target

Percentage of Public Bodies submitted their audited Annual
Report inline with annual reporting requirements under the
Public Bodies Act 2004

50%

On Schedule/ Target

Percentage of Public Trading Bodies paid dividensds to
Government

Date by which Polynesian Blue privatisation finalised and
purchase agreement signed

Output Manager's comments on
progress towards achievement of
the Target they have been funded
to deliver, including what
corrective actions are being taken
21 out of 27 have approved
Corporate Plans. The outstanding
ones are working on restructuring
process hence the delay in
finalising their CPs.
10 out of 26 SOEs have submitted
their 2011 Audited Reports. The

At current, rate is at 36%.
45%

Feb-12
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On Schedule/ Target

Critical Shortfall/ Delay

Polynesian Blue is not on
privatisation program. However,
the (domestic) Polynesian Airlines
Ltd has been approved by Cabinet
as part of the privatisation program
for this year as per FK(12)Faapitoa
01 dated 11 Jan 2012

Ministry of Finance
Date by which Agriculture Stores Corporation scoping study will
be finalised
Date by which Samoatel sale is closed

Continue improvement in governance and composition of
boards: Date by which new policy and guidelines on
composition and selection of boards will be approved by
Cabinet
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Jun-12

On Schedule/ Target

N/A

Completed/ Achieved

Jul-11
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On Schedule/ Target

Cabinet approval on 11Jan2012 has
given direction to SOEMD to
commence privatisation program
Transaction finalised in May 2011
to BlueSky Ltd
election and Appointment of
Directors Policy has been tabled to
Cabinet together with the
recommended candidates for SOE
Boards in accordance with
Schedule 3 of the Public Bodies
Regulations 2002. Awaiting
Cabinet's Approval
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OUTPUT 10: AID COORDINATION AND LOAN MANAGEMENT
Output Manager's comments on
progress towards achievement of
the Target they have been funded
to deliver, including what
corrective actions are being taken

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

At least 85%

On Schedule/ Target

At least 1

Completed/ Achieved

Some underspend due to delayed
implementation of health and
education sector programs
Agriculture sector plan fully funded
with new WB funded program

At least 30%

On Schedule/ Target

2 sectors receiving sector budget
support

At least 4

Completed/ Achieved

Full reflection of all ODA funds in Budget - % total ODA
incorporated in approved ministry estimates

100%

Completed/ Achieved

Maintain debt threshold at 50% - total debt as % of GDP

Trending down to <50%

Critical Shortfall/ Delay

Performance Measure/Indicator

Full utilisation of ODA - % of total ODA utilized annually
Developed I fully funded multidonor sector program
Increased use of country systems (budget support) % of total
donor funding that uses GoS systems

Regular aid consultations - number of joint donor consultations
on a quarterly basis

59

Debt levels trending towards 60%
of GDP with new loans

Ministry of Finance
New loan approvals to be based on 35% grant element - % of
new loans that include 35% grant element
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100%

60

Behind Schedule

1 new loan approved but without
grant element
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OUTPUT 11: FINANCIAL AND LEGAL SERVICES

Performance Measure/Indicator

Budget Standard or
Target

Traffic Light Progress
Indicator

Number of investment proposals qualified for assistance under
the investment policy approved by Investment Committee

5

On Schedule/ Target

Average number of days to receive a legal advice

10

Completed/ Achieved

Date by which review of MOF Legislations approved

Number of negotiations successfully completed each year

Jun-12

On Schedule/ Target

3

Completed/ Achieved
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Output Manager's comments on
progress towards achievement of
the Target they have been funded
to deliver, including what
corrective actions are being taken
recruited 24 Sep - only attended 1
ICC meeting

review in progress - step by step time consuming process
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SECTION 6:
STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE & REVENUE BY OUTPUT
Statement of Ministry of Finance Expenditures & Revenues by Output
Notes:
1. Ministry of Finance separately publishes Public Accounts as required under the Public Financial Management Act 2001.
2. The presentation of the Public Accounts was modified to give them consistency with the output based performance budgeting system
implemented in 1996/97. The Public Accounts now show departmental expenditures by output, thus enabling a comparison with budget figures
in the Official Estimates. It also allows Parliament and the public to see what the cost of delivery of government services is.
3. The statements of expenditure and revenue below need to be considered separately. As for all other government departments, all revenues are
paid into the consolidated Treasury Fund and made available for appropriation by Parliament. Ministry of Finance expenditures can only be
made in accordance with Appropriation Acts or other statutory provisions, and do not rely in any way upon the level of revenue collections.
4. Government of Samoa uses cash accounting.
5. Further details of Government of Samoa accounting policies can be found in the Public Accounts.
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STATEMENT OF DEPARTMENTAL REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE BY OUTPUT APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT
for the financial years ending 30 June 2012
2012

Estimate

(Over)/Under

2011

$

$

$

$

RECEIPTS
Ordinary Receipts
Duties
Dividends
Income from Investments
Sales, Fees, and Other
Charges

7,769,039

5,223,313

7,117,745

7,520,159

(2,545,726)
4,761,592

2,758,567
31,567,470

30,237,761

(1,329,709)

54,843,961

8,659,367

4,424,214

(4,235,153)

5,808,670
4,789,436

External Receipts
Grant
TOTAL RECEIPTS

54,989,449

5,600,000

(49,389,449)

109,718,180

105,743,892

53,005,447

(52,738,445)

182,277,992

912,761

5,052

733,305

Outputs
1.0

Policy Assessment & Advice to Cabinet

907,709

2.0

Ministerial Support

787,635

850,709

63,074

650,216

3.0

Administration of Fiscal Policy & Budget Reforms

977,225

1,030,341

53,116

958,273

4.0

Internal Auditing and Investigation

409,660

414,028

4,367

414,463

5.0

Economic Planning and Policy

691,723

709,625

17,902

622,066

6.0

Accounting Services

1,694,759

1,735,809

41,050

1,655,480

7.0

Management of Government Buildings

5,943

0

(5,943)

2,727,986

2,329,030

2,339,746

10,716

0

2,866,472

2,876,633

10,161

0

405,704

433,109

27,404

450,059

7.2

Management of Fiame Mataafa Faumuina
Mulinuu(FMFM11)
Management of Tui Atua Tamasese Efi(TATE)Building

8.0

Information Technology Advice and Services

7.1
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9.0

Public Bodies Performance Monitoring & Privatisation Policy

349,907

378,300

28,394

359,059

10.0

Aid Coordination

436,681

443,897

7,216

429,352

11.0

Financial & Legal Services

109,722

111,369

1,647

51,250

11,972,170

12,236,327

264,157

9,051,509

69,971

69,971

0

39,927

0

0

0

3,457,582

Total Outputs
Transactions on Behalf of State
African Caribbean and Pacific Secretariat

ADB Sanitation & Drainage Project
Central Bank Security Auctions

85,449

100,000

14,551

422,393

Computer Software Licenses

601,560

616,000

14,440

610,653

Development Bank of Samoa

2,400,000

2,400,000

0

2,400,000

Government Bowser

1,973,685

2,500,000

526,315

1,785,653

IDA/Infrastructure Assets Management Project

313,471

353,105

39,634

378,912

Import Duty on Aid and Loan Funded Projects

8,882,431

9,263,016

380,585

7,506,754

Insurance on Government Assets

1,570,025

1,570,025

0

1,354,025

Network Fees and Maintenance

394,018

414,040

20,022

412,344

Samoa Airport Authority - NPF Loan Repay

248,348

248,348

0

248,348

0

0

0

350,700

371,117

371,117

0

371,117

Samoa Housing Corporation
Samoa Shipping Services - NPF Loan Repay
Senior Citizens Pension Scheme

16,674,261

16,674,261

0

15,940,000

Petroleum Tank Farm

2,467,770

2,793,342

325,572

2,736,929

Polynesian Airlines

1,000,000

1,000,000

0

1,000,000

4,986

100,000

95,014

71,139

1,108,781

1,108,781

0

1,056,013

Privatisation of State-Owned Enterprises
Rents and Leases
VAGST
VAGST on Aid and Loan Funded Projects
Government Contribution - Population Census

2,573,536

1,172,995

(1,400,541)

6,291,215

16,210,643

15,388,876

(821,767)

12,128,850

0

0

0
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(720)
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Directors Institute
Education Sector Project - Phase II
Health Sector Project
Chinese Project - Convention Centre
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50,000

50,000

0

49,550

2,000,000

2,000,000

0

2,000,000

132,286

1,000,000

0

1,000,000

299,245

300,000

755

297,505

2,500,000

2,500,000

0

0

800,000
59,838
89,136
0
575,254
318,294
19,061
2,500,000
340,375
200,000
262,675
651,086
405,276
68,152,578

800,000
61,000
87,192
247,571
576,000
318,260
20,000
2,500,000
340,375
200,000
500,000
651,086
0
68,295,361

0
1162
(1944)
247571
746
(34)
939
0
0
0
237325
0
0
142,783

450,000
43,266
0
51,429
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
62,453,584

TOTAL EXPENDITURE - FINANCE

80,124,748

80,531,688

406,940

71,505,094

RECEIPTS OVER PAYMENTS

25,619,144

(27,526,241)

(53,145,385)

110,772,899

Purchasing of Government in NZ
Unit Trust of Samoa
SOE Directors
Power Sector
Subscriptions to ADB Capital
National Medical Center & Ministry of Health Headquartes
Forum Economic Ministers Meeting(FEMM)
Hosting ADB Group Visit
Samoa Shipping Services-Joint Venture Contribution-PFL
Development Bank of Samoa:International Banks
Relocation Cost for Tui Atua Tamasese Building
Tab
Medcen Loan(NPF and DBS)
Tsunami Concessional Lending
Total Transactions on Behalf of State
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